
Name: _

Week4 Day 3

2.Skunksare mammals that are black and white. Some skunks
have stripesand others have spots. Skunksare about the sizeof a
cat. Youwouldn't want to mistake a skunkfor a cat though! If
you upset a skunkit may spray you with a thick, smelly,yellowish
green spray.
Why did the author write this passage?
o Toentertain 0 to inform 0 to persuade you to do something

Read the short passage and decide why the author wrote each
one.

1.Marla loved visiting her grandparents in Florida. Her favorite
thing to do when shevisited them was to go to the beach. When
shewent to the beach she loved to swim,collect shells,build
sandcastles, and bury her brother in the sand.
Why did the author write this passage?
o Toentertain 0 to inform 0 to persuade you to do something

Week4 Day 4
In thesewords the gh and ph make the f sound.Sortthe words that have
gh and ph in them.

Word Bank
9h Qh

cough tough

----------_ .._-- _ .._---- ----------------- --- ..._---- --
paragraph graph
nephew enough
laugh rough

'- photo telephone

What other words fit these
patterns? Write them in this box.

'-

©Second Grade Smartypa nts



Name: _

Week 4 Day 1

Find the mistakes in the sentences and rewrite them.

1. He reads Matts book about truks.

2. truksmoves people and thing.

Read each sentence and fill in the circle for the word
that best completes the sentence.

1. Did you ask your dad if you could with us?
o played 0 playing 0 play

2. The ate the cheese.
o mouses 0 mice 0 meece

Week 4 Day 2

Find the two words in each sentence that could become a
contraction. Underline the words and then write the
contraction above them.

1.Carter told me that he can not come out to play.

2. Tishsaid that she will meet us at the park today.

3. We are not allowed to cross the street by ourselves.

4. She has decided to buy a kitten from the store.

5. My mom saysyou should not talk to strangers.

©Second Grade Smartypants
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MftTH:
Prodigy
Dla~.prQdigyKame.com

KhanAcademy I(KANI'Il~AOEMV

www.khanBcadem~.org

Mystery Doug
myster~doug.com

National Geographic

URlnNG:
Typing Club
www~typingdub.com

MftDING:
Squiggle Park
WWw.sguigglepark.com

Storyline
www.slotylineonline.netl

&OClftl
STUDt'S:
History for Kids •• 11£,.,...
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Dear Parents,

We are providing a booklet of worksheets for your students to keep up with
their skills during this time. Here is some information as to how they can
complete these tasks. Please return this packet when we return to school.

Reading:

-Complete a reading passage each day. Have your child go back in the passage
and underline the answers (if able to). You can read this and have them read
along with you, we call this a shared read, as sometimes the words can be
difficult.

-iReady-Reading - 15 minutes a day. If you need your child's login please feel
free to email me, and I will get it to you. (We completely understand if you do not
have the technology available to complete this task). We will go in occasionally
and check practice times, as well as assign lessons of our own for review.

Math:

-Complete 2-3 of the math worksheets a day. These are review worksheets, you
may want to have them only complete one or 2 a day when you get to the word
problems. We understand that the packet is pretty big, and if not every page is
completed when returned we will not hold this against your child. (Please work on
as much as possible)

-iReady-Math - 15 minutes a day. If you need your child's login please feel free
to email me, and I will get it to you. (We completely understand if you do not
have the technology available to complete this task). We will go in occasionally
and check practice times, as well as assign lessons of our own for review.

Thank you so much!

Second Grade Team

Mrs. Brazell (tbrazell@camden.k12.ga.us)

Mrs. Williamson (akwilliamson@camden.k12.ga.us)

Mrs. Dawson (gdawsonl@camden.k12.ga.us)

Mrs. Westberry (twestberry@camden.k12.ga.us)



: 0 0C~nte°xtClues . .....
o

• I.What is the meaning of "decadent" as it is used in the first paragraph of the passage?
o

: a. sour <)lm~ I): 0

b btter
c. delightful
d. chocolaty

2. Read these sentences from paragraph 2 of the passage:
Farmers harvest fhese pods fwice a year. Whenharvesfed, fhe cocoa pods are picked and cuf open.
What does the word "harvest" mean in paragraph 2? (Pick all that apply.)

a. chop
b. pick
c. gather
d. grow

3. What is the meaning of the word "fermented" in paragraph 2?

LJ.What is the meaning of the word "chocclctter-s" in paragraph 3? <:l)I~~ It)

5. Read these sentences from paragraph LJof the passage:
Once fhe chocolafier receives fhe beans, he or she roasts fhem. Some ohocolatters roast fheir beans in
ovens.
What does the word "roast" mean in paragraph LJ?

6. What is the meaning of the word "winnowing"in paragraph LJ?
a The chocolate is poured into a Mold.

. b. The shellsare removed from the cocoabean.
c. SugarandMilkpowder are addedto the cocoapaste.

: d. The terrperetore of the chocolate is raisedand lowered.
00 0



... . .

Context Clues
. .....

•Nanne: Date: _

How Chocolate IsMade
A favorite treat of many people is chocolate. Whether it is in cookies) cakes)

candies) or drinks) most people love this decadent and delicious sweet. Have you ever
wondered where chocolate comes from?

Chocolate begins by growing in cocoa pods.
Farmers harvest these pods twice a year. When
harvested) the cocoa pods are picked and cut open. A
white pulp that has the cocoa beans inside is taken out.
Next the pulp is fermented in containers. This is when the

pulp and beans are left out to break down. Fermentation Farmer harvesting cocoa pod
helps develop the flavor of the chocolate.

After five to seven days of fermentation)
the cocoa beans are dried in the sun. Next the beans are
shipped all over the world to chocola+lers.

Once the chocolatier receives the beans) he
or she roasts them. Some chocolatiers roast their beans
in ovens. Next the cocoa beans have their shells removed.
This process is called winnowing. The cocoa nib is left.
Then) the coca nibs are ground into a paste. Soon after)
sugar is added to the chocolate. Milkpowder can also be
added to make milk chocolate. Afterward) the chocolate
is tempered. Tempering is when the temperature of the
chocolate is raised and lowered to create crystals. This
makes the chocolate shiny and firm. Most chocolatiers
have a machine that does this.

White pulp Inside cocoa pod

Cocoa beans being dried

Lastly) the chocolate is poured into a mold. The mold can be shaped like a.
: chocolate bar) hearts for Valentine)s Day) or a bunny for Easter .

.••



Cross-Curricular Reading Comprehension Worksheets: B-14 of 36

Solids, Liquids, ItGases
Cross-CurrieulClr roeus: PhysieCll Seienc:e

All things on Earth are made up of matter. Matter
exists in three different forms. These forms are solid,
liquid, and gas. Matter looks and acts differently in
each of its forms.

Matter in its solid form has a definite shape.
It also takes up a certain amount of space. Under
a microscope, you can see the particles. They look
squished together. The particles do not have very
much room to move around. All they can do is vibrate,
like a cell phone doeswhen you turn off the ringer.

Matter in its liquid form takes up a certain
amount of space. But liquid does not have a definite
shape. It shapes itself like the container it is in. Under
a microscope, its tiniest particles slide past each other.
They have room to move around. That's what lets
them change their shape to match the container.

Matter in its gas form does not take up a certain
amount of space. It does not have a definite shape,
either. Its tiniest particles have lots of space in
between them. They bounce around very fast!

Nome: __

Answer the following questions based on the reading
passage. Don't forget to go back to the passage
henever necessary to find or confirm your answers.

1) What are the three forms of matter?

2) Which form of matter has tiny particles that
vibrate against each other, but do not have
room to slide?

3) Which form of matter has the most space in
between its particles?

4) Which form of matter has tiny particles that
slide past each other?

5) What is matter?

Copyright ©2012 K12Reader - http://vvww.k12reader.com



Revise Your WritinCJ
Cross-Currieular Foeus: WritiDCJStratcCJics

Do you like to tell stories? Do you like to write?
Sometimes those questions have two different
answers. Many children love to tell stories out loud.
However, it can be hard to write them down on paper.

Writing ls one of those skills that takes practice.
Even professional writers do not write everything
perfectly the first time. They have to revise their
work. When you revise your writing, you look for ways
to change it that will make it better. You check your
spelling. You make sure that you have used capitals,
periods and other punctuation marks in the best way.
You look for words that can be taken out or traded for
different, more exciting words. You make sure that
your words help the reader get a picture in his mind
when he reads them.

Revising your writing is important. The changes
you make can turn boring words into exciting words.
It can make your ideas come alive. Don't be afraid
to make changes. The first time you write on a
topic, you get your ideas down on paper. Revising
your writing is cleaning it up. It's making it ready for
readers to enjoy.

Cross-Curricular Reading Comprehension Worksheets: 8-32 of 36

Name: _

Answer the following questions based on the reading
passage. Don't forget to go back to the passage
whenever necessary to find or confirm your answers.

1) What does it mean to revise your writing?

2) Do professional writers have to revise their
writing? _

3) What are three things you can check or change
when you revise your writing?

Copyright ©2012 K12Reader - http://www.k12reader.com



Cross-Curricular Reading Comprehension Worksheets: 8-5 of 36

Push and Pull
Cross-Currieular Foeus: Physieal Seience ~.,

" .. .-v•
•!t\ if

When an object is not moving, it is at rest.
It will.stay that way unless something makes it
move. The power that makesother things move
is called a force. A force can be a push or a
pull. It changes the object's position.

When a force moves an object away from
it, that is called a push. When a force moves an
object toward it, that is called a pull. You can
use pushesand pulls to move objects.

A soccer player sees the ball coming
towards him. He can use a push to make it go
where he wants it to go. In this case, the push
is a kick. A little girl wants to give her stuffed
animals a ride in her little red wagon. She uses a
pull to make the wagon move along after her.

Every push and pull takes energy. The
amount of energy and strength you need to
move an object depends on how big the object
is. Largeobjects need a large force to move
them. Small objects only need a small force to
move them.

Nome:

Answer the following questions based on the reading
passage. Don't forget to go back to the pas.sage
whenever necessary to find or confirm your answers.

1) When an object is at rest, how will it
begin to move?

2) What are the two kinds of force called?

3) What is it called when a force makesan
object move closer?

4) What is it called when a force makesan
object move away?

5) How does an object's size make a
difference in push or pull?

Copyright ©2011 K12Reader - http://W.W..N.k12reader.com



Cross-Curricular Reading Comprehension Worksheets: 8-22 of 36

Poetry Uses Rhyme
Cross-Currieulur foeus: ELAGenre Strueture

Many poems usewords that rhyme. Two words
rhyme when they have the same ending sound. The
words think and pink rhyme. They both end with the
"ink" sound. Poemsdo not have to words that rhyme
at the end of their lines. Many of them do, though. Two
lines of poetry that rhyme with each other at the end are
called a rhyming couplet.

Writing rhyming poetry can be difficult. You need
to choosewords that rhyme. You also have to choose
words that have meaning. Even though some poems are
short, you have to think extra long about which words to
choose. Here is an example of a short rhyming poem:

Hewas only a bug, but he was the king.

She smiled at him when he gave her a ring.

He forgot to be careful of one little thing.

His queen was a bee, and she could sting!

Name: _

Answer the following questions based on the reading
passage. Don't forget to go back to the passage
whenever necessary to find or confirm your answers.

1) What does it mean when two words rhyme?

2) Identify two words on this page that rhyme
with each other.

3) Why is poetry sometimes hard to write?

4) Do all poems have to rhyme?

5) Add two more rhyming lines to the poem:

Copyright ©2012 K12Reader - http://vvv..w.kt2reader.com



Cross-Curricular Reading Comprehension Worksheets: 8-4 of 36

Plant Life Cycles
Cross·CurrieulClr foeus: Life SeieDee

Every living thing goes through changes. Living
things grow through different stages. Then they reach
the end of their life cycles and die. There are many
kinds of plants. Eachkind has its own life cycle.

Many plants start their life cyclesas a seed. The
seed needs certain things or it will not grow into a
plant. Sometimesseedswait in the ground until they
can get the things they need. They wait for warmth
from the sun. They wait for water. When they have
what they need, they start to grow. A tiny little sprout
will push out of each seed. The sprouts stretch up until
they poke through the dirt and into the air.

The plants continue to grow when they get
sunshine and water. The stems grow taller and leaves
unfold. More leavesand stems grow on the main
stems. The adult plants grow flowers. The flowers of
many plants make fruit. The fruit has seeds inside it so
more new plants can grow.

New plants look like their parent plants. Seeds
from a parent plant will grow into the same kind of
plant as the parent. When a seed begins to grow, it is
the beginning of another plant life cycle.

Name: __

Answer the following questions based on the reading
passage. Don't forget to go back to the passage
whenever necessary to find or confirm your answers.

1) What is the processof living, growing,
changing, and dying called?

2) How do many plants begin?

3) What two things does a seed need to
have with it in the ground to be able to
grow?

4) Where can you usually find seeds in a
adult plant?

5) What kind of plant will a seed grow
into?

Copyright ©2011 K12Reader - http://wwvv.k12reader.com



Money, Money, Everywhere!
Cross-Currieular foeus: Kathematies

Money helps us buy things we need and want.
Peopleearn money by working at all different kinds of
jobs. You can earn money even if you are a child. Your
parents may pay you to do extra chores around the
house.

If you have money,you can use it for many things.
You can pay bills. Youcan buy things from stores. You
can save it in the bank. Before people had money to
use, they traded things with each other. Some people
used beadsor shells for money.

Papermoney is also called dollars. The numbers on
the paper money tell how many dollars it is worth. If
it has a one on it, it is a one dollar bill. Five, ten, and
twenty dollar bills are also common.

Coinsare made from different kinds of metal. They
are worth part of a dollar. There are dollar coins but they
are rare. Amounts lessthan a whole dollar are counted
in cents. It takes 100 cents to make a dollar. Eachcoin
is worth a different number of cents. A penny is worth
only 1 cent. A nickel is worth 5 cents. A dime is worth 10
cents. A quarter is worth 25 cents.

Name: _

Answer the following questions basedon the reading
passage.Don't forget to go back to the passage
whenever necessaryto find or confirm your answers.

1) How do people earn money?

2) What can we do with money?

3) What did people use before there was money?

4) How can you tell how much paper money is
worth?

5) How do we count money that is lessthan a
whole dollar?

Copyright ©2012 K12Reader - http://vvwN.k12reader.com



Many Ways to Measure
Cross-Curricular focus: Mathematics

There are many different ways to
measure. There are many different tools to
help us, too. You can use a tape measure or yardstick
to measure height. Height is how tall someone or
something is. To measure a person's height, start where
his feet touch the floor. Stop at the top of his head. You
can measure the height of objects the same way.

When you measure weight, you are measuring
how heavy someone or something is. You can use
a scale to measure weight. There are many kinds
of scales. You may have a scale with a dial. Other
scales have digital numbers. You may have one in
your bathroom for weighing yourself. A scale can
also be used to weigh objects. Some things are very
light. A spring scale or a balance scale work better for
measuring light objects.

When you measure temperature, you are
measuring how hot or cold something is. The best tool
to use for measuring temperature is a thermometer.
Different kinds of thermometers help you measure
temperatures, inside and outside.

Cross-Curricular Reading Comprehension Worksheets: 8-10 of 36

Name: _

Answer the following questions based on the reading
passage. Don't forget to go back to the passage
whenever necessary to find or confirm your answers.

1) What do you call the measurement that tells
how heavy someoneor something is?

2) What do you call the measurement that tells
how hot or cold something is?

3) What do you call the measurement that tells
how tall someoneor something is?

4) What is one tool that can be used to
measure weight?

5) What is one tool that can be used to
measure temperature?

Copyright ©2012 K12Reader - http://v.!ww.k12reader.com



How Things Move ~(~?:
SSm aO

Cross-CurrieulClr foeus: PhysieCll Seienee

We can watch things around us move. When
something is in motion, it changes its position.
Objects can move from one place to another. They
can move in many directions. I f you roll a ball, it
might move in a straight line. It might also move in
a curve. A swing can move back and forth. A light
switch can move up and down. Fanshave blades that
move in a circle.

If you want to know if something is moving,
you can compare it to other things around it that
are not moving. I f the things behind the object are
changing, the object is probably moving. If they are
not changing[ the object is probably not moving.

You can measure the distance an object moves.
Just measure the distance between where it was when
it started to move and where it was when it stopped.
Distance can be measured in inches, feet, yards or
miles. Those measurements are in the customary
system. It can also be measured in millimeters,
centimeters, meters and kilometers. Those
measurements are in the metric system.

Cross-Curricular Reading Comprehension Worksheets: 8-3 of 36

Name: __

Answer the following questions based on the reading
passage. Don't forget to go back to the passage
whenever necessary to find or confirm your answers.

1) When something is in motion, what
does it change?

2) How does a swing move?

3) How does a light switch move?

4) How can you test if something is
moving or not?

5) What is one unit of measurement you
could use to measuredistance?

Copyright ©2012 K12Reader - http://vvv.tw.k12reader.com



Cross-Curric:ular Foc:us:Kathematic:s

Have YouGot the Time?

Peopletoday are always thinking
about the time. There never seems
to be enough time to do all the
things we want to do. Believe it or
not, there was a time before time was so important.
It was enough to know that the sun was out. That
meant it was daytime. During these days when the
clock seems to control us, doesn't that sound kind
of nice?

Time can mean a lot of different things. That's
one way we know how important it is for us. We
have so many words about it! The smallest amount
of time we can measure is called a second. When
you put 60 secondstogether, you get one minute. If
you take 60 minutes, you get one hour. The hands
of the clock go all the way around twice in 24 hours,
giving us one day.

If you want to look at time beyond one day, you
leave the clock and look at a calendar instead. There
are about 30 days in one month. Somemonths
have an extra day; February has a couple less. There
are 12 months in one year. Time never stops.

Cross-Curricular Reading Comprehension Worksheets: 8-24 of 36

Name: __

Answer the following questions based on the reading
passage. Don't forget to go back to the passage
whenever necessary to find or confirm your answers.

1) What are people always thinking about
these days?

2) We have lots of different words about time.
What does that show?

3) How many hours are in one day?

4) How many secondsare in one minute?

5) How many months are in one year?

Copyright ©2012 K12Reader - http://'vVVM.k12reader.com



N W kl M th R Q12 Dt~ame: ee Iy a eVlew- a e~

Monclap 'ae_clap Weclne_clap 'har.clap
What is the place value of What is the place value of What is the place value of What is the place value of
the underlined digit? the underlined digit? the underlined digit? the underlined digit?

3,824 3,8~4 3,82~ 3,§_24

Write the number in Write the number in Write the number in Write the number in
expanded form. expanded form. expanded form. expanded form.

742 690 403 579
Order the numbers from Circle all the ODD Order the numbers from Circle all the EVEN
GREATEST to LEAST. numbers. LEAST to GREATEST. numbers.

834 298 348 7 14 54 33 90 45 473 481 437 9 16 72 55 70 25

Write 5 equations where the Find the sum. Write 5 equations where the Find the difference.
difference is equal to 3. 8+1= sum is equal to 20. 8-7=

7+5= 6-4=
1. 9+8= 1. 9-3=
2. 4+6= 2. 13 -7 =
3. 2+9= 3. 16 - 5 =
4. 7+4= 4. 18:- 9 =

6+7= 12 - 8 =
5. 9+6= 5. 11 - 6 =
Round each number to the Round each number to the Round each number to the Round each number to the
nearest 10. nearest 10. nearest 10. nearest 10.
87 97 997 54

43 44 485 95

755 755 614 7

897 273 321 236

304 495 572 465
Is 167 closer to 100or 200? Round439 tothenearesthundred. Round each number to the Round each number to the

nearest 100. nearest 100.
Ibo I I I I I 11J7 I bob 1wl I 1434 I I I I Isob 672 443

250 956

Is 341 closer to 300 or 400? Round681 tothenearesthundred. 378 349

....-II I I I I I I I !- L.: 129 258
3~1 I I I I 140b3bo I I I Ir_. L_. 67 609

Find the sum. Usetheplacevaluestrategyto Usetheplacevaluestrategyto Use a number line to solve

I@ find thesum. find thesum. 235 +123~: -::+:-:
tJ~iffi;2; 357 504

I~;==m + 1 64 +836

Find the difference. Usetheplacevaluestrategyto Usetheplacevaluestrategyto Use a number line to solve
Fffi:~m,m:~.J+q) find thedifference. find thedifference. 245 - 137.a:;~~fl._ tit•••, C'C_ 427 607tttr::"1L-' tiIFfftE2 1-'U
R-,;:L;::r:

j~§~§ -243 -3241:1 "tc2UU[

© One Stop TeacherShop



N kl hame: Wee.ly Mat Review Ql:3 Date: ~

Moncl•• IlIe.cI •• Weclne.cI.I' Ihll ••cI••
What is the place value of What is the place value of What is the place value of What is the place value of
the underlined digit? the underlined digit? the underlined digit? the underlined digit?

8,467 1,437 2,327 9,7~3

Order the numbers from Circle all the ODD Order the numbers from Circle all the EVEN
GREATEST to LEAST. numbers. LEAST to GREATEST. numbers.

264 642 426 87 43 9 16 170 241 434 433 344 87 43 9 16 170 241

Write 5 equations where the Find the missing addend. Write 5 equations where the Find the missing addend.
difference is equal to 2. 1. 10 + = 18 sum is equal to 13. 1. 13 - = 10- -
1. 2.7+ - = 15 1. 2.9- - =2
2. 3. + 13 = 19 2. 3. 11 - =5
3. - 3. -
4. 4.8+ - = 16 4. 4. 15- - =7

5. 5.- + 9 = 17 5. 5.9- - = 1

Round each number to the Round each number to the Round each number to the Round each number to the
nearest 10. nearest 10. nearest 10. nearest 10.
48 438 63 28

372 271 941 97

54 307 745 202

937 811 739 795

565 235 304 376

Round each number to the Round each number to the Round each number to the Round each number to the
nearest 100. nearest 100. nearest 100. nearest 100.
372 982 284 284

428 430 145 410

348 572 899 593

917 318 32 450

52 393 212 261

Find the Sum. Find the Sum. Find the Sum. Find the Sum.

697 775 585 879
+628 +548 +467 +758

Find the Difference. Find the Difference. Find the Difference. Find the Difference.

301 804 902 703
-134 -346 -55 7 -278

© One Stop Teacher Shop



N W kl M th R Ql 1 D t WiIEZt'tame: ee Iy a eVlew- a e:~

Moncl•• IlIe.cI •• Weclne.cI •• Ihll.,cI ••
Place Value Chart

I

Thousands ~ Hundreds

I

Tens

I

Ones

I
What is the place value of What is the place value of What is the place value of What is the place value of
the underlined digit? the underlined digit? the underlined digit? the underlined digit?

1,42§ 2,438 4,289 3,813

Write the number in Write the number in Write the number in Write the number in
expanded form. expanded form. expanded form. expanded form.

47 267 418 307

Circle the number with Circle the number with Order the numbers from Order the numbers from
the GREATEST value. the LEAST value. LEAST to GREATEST. GREATEST to LEAST.

24 83 42 67 24 83 42 67 268 203 287 375 329 403

Draw a number line from 0 to 100 (counting by 10's). Place the following digits on the number line in their correct
location. 28, 37,95, 77, 64, 8, 16, 51

II 1 I I r I I r I 1

Write 5 equations where the Write 5 equations where the Write 5 equations where the Write 5 equations where the
sum is equal to 10. sum is equal to 9. sum is equal to 8. sum is equal to 15.
(ex. 10+0=10)
1. 1. 1. 1.
2. 2. 2. 2.
3. 3. 3. 3.
4. 4. 4. 4.
5. 5. 5. 5.

Find the Sum. Find the Sum. Find the Sum. Find the Sum.

32 98 47 75
+28 +33 + 24 +47

Find the Difference. Find the Difference. Find the Difference. Find the Difference.

56 8 1 43 74
-3 4 -3 7 -16 -3 5

Is 33 closer to 30 or 40? Round 84 to the nearest ten. Round 128 to the nearest ten. Round 375 to the nearest ten.

I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I .. -II I I I I I I I II- '-I .. -II I I I I I I I II-'-I
30 33 40 80 84 90 I I I I I I

,"-~ L._~ -~ L._~

Is 76 closer to 70 or 80? Round 47 to the nearest ten. Round 195 to the nearest ten. Round 644 to the nearest ten.

I I I I I I I I I I I .J ~ I 1 I I I I I I II !l I .. -II I I I I I I I II- '-I .. -II I I I I I I I II-'-I
70 I I I I76 80 I I I I I- l_1 - ~ L._~ - ~ L._~

© One Stop Teacher Shop



Name: Weekly Math Review Ql:2 Date: -:ti
Moncl." Tae.cI." Weclne.cI." Thaf'cI."

What is the place value of What is the place value of What is the place value of What is the place value of
the underlined digit? the underlined digit? the underlined digit? the underlined digit?

3,824 3,824 3,824 3,824

Write the number in Write the number in Write the number in Write the number in
expanded form. expanded form. expanded form. expanded form.

742 690 403 579
Order the numbers from Circle all the ODD Order the numbers from Circle all the EVEN
GREATEST to LEAST. numbers. LEAST to GREATEST. numbers.

834 298 348 7 14 54 33 90 45 473 481 437 9 16 72 55 70 25

Write 5 equations where the Find the sum. Write 5 equations where the Find the difference.
difference is equal to 3. 8+1= sum is equal to 20. 8-7=

7+5= 6-4=
1. 9+8= 1. 9-3=
2. 4+6= 2. 13 -7 =
3. 2+9= 3. 16- 5 =

4. 7+4= 4. 18 - 9 =
6+7= 12 - 8 =

5. 9+6= 5. 11 - 6 =
Round each number to the Round each number to the Round each number to the Round each number to the
nearest 10. nearest 1O. nearest 10. nearest 10.
87 97 997 54

43 44 485 95

755 755 614 7

897 273 321 236

304 495 572 465
Is 167 closer to 100 or 200? Round 439 to the nearest hundred. Round each number to the Round each number to the

nearest 100. nearest 100.
Ibo 1 I 1 1 ! 11J7 I 1201 J)o ! I 143d I I 1 ! !sob 672 443

250 956

Is 341 closer to 300 or 400? Round 681 to the nearest hundred. 378 349

..-tj I I I 1 I 1 I !- L.: 129 258
1 341 1 1 1 ! 14013bo 1 i

! I~ _. I.._. 67 609
Find the sum. Usethe placevaluestrategyto Usetheplacevaluestrategyto Use a number line to solve

find thesum. findthesum. 235 +123
.' ..,,,.,'<"'"
-,--,,.. .. , .•...."'_....._

357 504-- ~-~-

~~t(~~ +164 +836
t FIE t'lmrurururu(U(U

Find the difference. Usetheplacevaluestrategyto Usethe placevaluestrategyto Use a number line to solve
find thedifference. findthedifference. 245 -137.

, - 427 607'-,1I II

~~1
-2 43 -3 2 4

-,---i;~Th:

© One Stop TeacherShop



Name: 2 NBT5• •
Draw the base-ten blocks to represent your subtraction problem., then solve.

Subfr-octlnq Within 100

77-15= --

q3-23= --

75-21.1=--

88-36= --

-obin, 2015
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Name: -----------------------------------

Addin~1 to 100
2.NBT.S

Draw the base-ten blocks to represent your addition JJr -oblem, then solve.

27·65= --

35·26= --

25·"5= --

-obin, 2015



Name: 2 NBT5• •
Draw the base-ten blocks to represent your addition problem, then solve.

Addinci to 100
~

"1·26= --

33·25= __

1"·2"= --

""·22= __

1"·25= __

52·32= __

"obm, 2015



NOrle: _ DOte: _

: 2.mD.5- measurement Word Problems :

Directions Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

Carlos jumped 33 centimeters
high. Gary jumped 10
centimeters less than Carlos.
How high did Gary jump?

Torrance rode his bike 65 yards
to get to Bryan)s house. Then)
he rode another 22 yards to get
to Jor-don's house. How many
yards did Torrance travel in all?

The Perry family needs to drive
76 miles to their grandparents)
house. They have already driven
31miles. How many more miles
do they have to travel?

Bruce was 33 inches tall. He
needs to be Y8 inches tall to ride
the ferris wheel. How many
more inches taller does Bruce
need to be to ride the ferris
wheel?



: 2.mD.S- measurer-nent Word Problems ~
NOrJe: _ DOte: _

Directions: Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

Sandra is helping her mom paint
a wall that is 68 inches long.
They have painted 35 inches so
far. How many more inches of
the wall is left for Sandra and
her mom to paint?

Wendy)s swimming pool is 2Y
inches at the shallow end and Cl6
inches at the deep end. How
many more inches deep is the
deep end of the pool than the
shallow end?

The dad giraffe is 1<1feet tall.
The baby giraffe is Yfeet tall.
How much taller is the dad
giraffe than the baby giraffe?

Henry built a tower that was 2Y
centimeters tall. Then) he
added another 31centimeters to
the tower. How tall is Herv v's
tower now?



: 2.mD.5- measurerYlent Word Problems ~
Narle: _ Date: _
Directions Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

Kyle rode his bike 2Y feet.
Then, he walked to the corner
of the street which was 8 feet
away. How many feet did Kyle
travel in all?

Oscar's brother was 55
centimeters tall. He grew 22
centimeters. How tall is Oscar's
brother now?

Enid had 86 inches of string.
She cut off LJ2 inches of string
to give to her sister. How many
inches of string does Enid have
left?

In April, it rained 13centimeters.
In May, it rained another ILJ

centimeters. How much did it
rain in all during the months of
April and May?



: 2.mD.S- measurer-nent Word Probler-ns ~
NOrJe: _ DOte: _
Directions: Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

Anya threw the ball CJfeet.
Loren threw the ball 3 feet
more than Anya. How many
feet did Loren throw the ball?

Joel made a paper chain that
was 77 centimeters long. Kirk's
paper chain was II centimeters
shorter than J oel)s. How many
centimeters long was Kirk)s
paper chain?

At the swimming competition)
Iris has to swim across the pool
and then swim back. If the pool
is 36 feet long) how far will Iris
swim all together?

Spencer is helping his dad build a
fence that needs to be Y8 feet
long. They have built 2CJfeet
of the fence so for. How much
more of the fence do Spencer
and his dad still have to build?



: 2.mD.5- measurement Word ProblerYls ~
NOr1e: _ DOte: _

Directions Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

In January it snowed IY
centimeters. In February it
snowed 1<1centimeters. How
much did it snow in all in
January and February?

The mama frog jumped 1<1
centimeters. The baby frog
jumped 6 centimeters less than
the mama frog. How many
centimeters did the baby frog
jump?

Ivan is Y2 inches tall. Jody is
12inches taller than Ivan.
How tall is J ody?

Kimberly made a paper chain
that was 36 inches long. Laura
added another 28 inches to
Kimberly's paper chain. How
long is the paper chain now?



: 2.mD.5- measurerYlent Word ProblerYls :
NOrle: _ DOte: _

Directions: Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

Brynn threw the ball IYfeet.
Then) the ball bounced another
6 feet. How many feet did the
ball travel together in all?

The kangaroo hopped 22 inches.
Then) she hopped another 15
inches. How far did the
kangaroo hop all together?

Marty)s toy train tracks were
28 inches long. He added
another IYinches of train
tracks. How long is Marty)s
toy train track now?

The length of a notebook is 12
inches long. A book is 5 inches
shorter than the notebook. How
many inches long is the book?



: 2.mD.5- measurement Word Problems :
NOrle: _ DOte: _

Directions: Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

Neil's dog is Y8 centimeters tall.
He grows 18 centimeters. How
many centimeters tall is Neil's
dog now?

The Oliva family is driving 5q
miles to the amusement park.
They have already driven YY
miles. How many more miles
does the family have to travel?

Iliana's string is 18 centimeters.
Robin'sstring is q centimeters
longer. How many centimeters
long is Robin's string?

Lynn builds a house of blocks
that is 33 inches tall. Nashbuilds
a house of blocks that is 6
inches shorter. How many
inches tall is Nash's house of
blocks?



: 2.mD.5- measvrerY'\ent Word ProblerYls :
NaMe: , Date: _

Directions: Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

Trish has a piece of ribbon that
is 36 inches long. She has
another piece of ribbon that is
12inches longer. How long is her
longest piece of ribbon?

The red string is Y inches long.
The green string is g inches
longer than the red string. How
many inches long is the green
string?

Robby picked a flower that was
18centimeters tall. He picked
another flower that was 6
inches smaller than the first.
How many inches tall is the
second flower that Robby
picked?

Molly's hair is 15inches long. She
has 8 inches cut off. How
many inches long is MollyJs hair
now?



4 2.mD.5- measurement Word Problems:
NaMe: _ Date: _

Dlrecttons: Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

Vinnyjumped Ig inches high.
Oliverjumped 8 inches higher
than Vinny. How high did Oliver
jump?

Clark's chocolate bar was Li
inches long. Dole's chocolate bar
was g inches. If they put their
chocolate bars together, how
many inches long would they be?

Beth was 36 inches tall. She
needed to be Li8inches tall to go
on the ferris wheel. Howmany
inches taller does Beth need to
be to ride the ferris wheel?

Gordon has a toy truck that is
12centimeters long. He has
another toy truck that is q
centimeters long. Howmany
centimeters long are both of
Gordon's toy trucks if he lines
them up?



: 2.mD.5- measurerYlent Word ProblerYls :
NOrJe: _ DOte: _
Directions: Use any strategy to solve the problems below. Show your work in the boxes on the right.

The crayon is 7 centimeters
long. The pencil is 8 centimeters
longer than the crayon. How
many centimeters long is the
pencil?

Jennifer threw the balllY
meters, and then it bounced
another 5 meters. How many
meters did the ball travel all
together?

School is 10kilometers from
home. The store is another 8
kilometers from school. How
many kilometers is it from
home to the store?

There are three pencils. One
pencil is 6 inches long. Another
pencil is Y inches long, and the
last pencil is C1inches long. How
many inches long would the
pencils be if you lined them all
up together?



: 2.NBT.l - Understanding Place Value :
Nar1e: ~------------------------------------Wrl+9 +n9 numb9r.

~~

~~

tEJ
tEJ
tEJ

itJitJ
itJitJ

itJtJ
tEJitJ
~~

tEJ
tJ

Date: _



: 2.NBT.l - Understanding PlaceValue :
Date: _

,-,- -"'~
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e
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e
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e
ItJ '''-----'
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ltJe
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: 2.NBT.l - Understanding Place Value :
Nar1e: ~------------------------------------WrltQ tnQ numbQr-.

Date: _

I I I I
I I I I I

- r- I I I I
I _. I I I
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I i
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I I II I I I I
I II II I I I
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I
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~tJ
(JtJ

r
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I
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: 2.NBT.l - Understanding Place Value :
NaMe: Date: _

Fill In th9 missing bOX9S.

hundr9ds t9ns onQS total

9 6 4

4 7 6

3 0 5

0 2 7

6 1 0

390

207

41
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Nar1e: _
WrltQ thQ numbQr.

Date: _
: 2.NBT.l - Understanding Place value :

3 hundrgds J 4 or.os



4 hundrQds J 8 onQS

Date: _

: 2.NBT.l - Understanding Place value :
NaMe: _

Wr-ltG thG numbGr

q hundrQdsJ 8 onQS

7 hundrQds



: 2.NBT.l - Understanding Place Value :
Nar1e: _
Wrltg thg numbgr.

Date: _



: 2.NBT.l - Understanding Place Valve :
Nar1e: _
Wrltg thg nury)bgr.

Date: _

q hundrgds) 2 tgns) 8 or.cs

3 hundrgds) 6 tgns) 5 ongs

3 hundrgds) 3 tgns) 4 ongs
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Name: -------------------------------------
Draw the base-ten blocks to represent your addition problem, then solve.

Addin~ to 100

27+65= --

35+26= __

25+45= __

)Tobin. 2015



Name:------------
Show your work and write the sum.

Adding Three-Digit Numbers

.Obin,2015

248+653= __

314+352= __

602+258= --

665+11.12=__

432+478= __

732+156= __

. .
'""'-J"



Name: --------------
Draw the base-ten blocks to "'o",...o:.c-o

Adding Three-Digit Numbers

241·216=__

633·255= __

444·212= __

344·275= __

532·362= __

2015



Name:--------
Add up to four numbers.

Addin~Multi ole Numbers

Y2 3633 .,......

63
~60 ±99 '-..)",........,

~ l~~
l
-1&1.&

-obin, 2015

26
Y6
32

±2Z

Y7
53

+26

32
5Y

±33

80
2Y
yq

+2Y
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Name:

Use the expanded form strategy to subtract these numbers.

Subtracting Three-Digit Numbers

65q-137 1.178-235
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones.

600 50 q
-100 30 7 -

Difference: Difference:

q68-521 1.175-123
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

- -

Difference: Difference:

qq5-362 875-621
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

- -

Difference: Difference:
-obin, 2015



Y75
+2Y3

236
+23Y

Y06
+426

253
+574

Name:----------
Show ur work and write the sum.

Adding Three-Digit Numbers

487
+326

232
+527

587
+323

65'1
+265

533
+222

Y'1Y
+334

657
+422

625
+265

648
+260

2015



Name: -------------------------------
Solve the

2.NBT.q

625·175

s.

Explaining My Math
278-lijq

Explain how you solved this problem.

Explain how you solved this problem.

2015



Name: 2.NBT.CJ
Solve the problem, then explain how you solved with place value strategies.

Explaining My Math
Ll7S·2Q3

Explain how you solved this problem.

816-32L1

Explain how you solved this problem.

-ogiDL 2015



Name: 2 NBT7---------- . .
Show our work and write the difference.

Subtracting Three-Digit Numbers

658
-247

<157
-635

753
-329

88Y
-228

87Y
-328

677
-425

872
-365

<103
-24<1

55Y
-325

686
-329

5Y7
-509

6YC1
-248

588
-2Y9

C180
-355

652
-2Y7

©Tobin, 201



Name:------------
Show your work and write the difference.

2.NBT.7

Subtracting Three-Digit Numbers
58q-247= __

625-324= __

36q-178= __

814-267= __

762-358= __

627-3Iq= __



Name: ---------------------------------
Draw the base-ten blocks to

2.NBT.7
r subtraction .......".'\IOI"Y\ then solve.

Subtracting Three-Digit Numbers

QSI.I-265= ---

71.15-326= __

65Q-257= __

1.168-265= ---

71.11-268=__

6SQ-265= ---

2015



Name: 2.NBT.7
Usethe e~\"I114e~form strcltegy to subtract these numbers.

Subtracting Three-Digit Numbers

65q-137 478-235
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

600 50 q
-100 30 7 -

Difference: Difference:

q68-521 '"'75-123
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

- -

Difference: Difference:

qq5-362 875-621
Hundreds Tens Ones Hundreds Tens Ones

- -

Difference: Difference:
-obin, 2015
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Name: ----------------------------------
Use the ex anded form strate to add these numbers.

2.NBT.7

Adding Three-Digit Numbers
231.1·152

200 30
Hundreds Tens Ones

+100 50 2

Sum:

632·21.15

+

Hundreds Tens Ones

Sum:

21.11·358

+

TensHundreds Ones

Sum:
©Tobin, 2015

352·1.125
HUndreds Tens Ones

+

Sum:

215·683

+

Hundreds Tens Ones

Sum:

582·317

+

Hundreds Tens Ones

Sum:



2.NBT.7
our addition roblem, then solve.

Adding Three-Digit Numbers

241·216=__

633·255= __

444·212= __

344·275= __

532·362= __

©Tobin.2015



Name:------------
Show your work and write the sum.

2.NBT.7

Adding Three-Digit Numbers

r .~~J
1...--- ---1 ==- f~ ~

~ ~----~
)Tobin, 2015

2L18·653= --

31L1·352= --

602·258= --

665·142= --

1.132·Ll78= --

732·156= --

. .
'"'"-...->"



Name: 2 NBT7---------- . .

Y75
+243

236
+234

Y06
+426

253
+574

Show r work and write the sum.

Adding Three-Digit Numbers

Y87
+326

232
+527

587
+323

65g
+265

533
+222

ygy
+334

657
+422

625
+265

Y5g
+347

6Y8
+260

2015
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Name: 2 NBT5• •
Draw the base-ten blocks to repr~~l"It yo~ subtraction 1-'1VOle1111 then solve.

Subtractin~ Within 100
67-38= __

62-3"= --

ql-28= --

83-SQ= --

)Tobin, 2015
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2.NBT.3Name:-----------------
Fill in the missing number representations.

Repr-eserrhnc Numbers
Expanded
Notation

Base-Ten
Form

Number
WordNumber

148

three hundred
sixty-seven

• •• •• •
482

seven hundred
fifty-one

857

-obin, 2015


